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Plant Health in the Southwest of England
I. Overview
Pests and diseases have long impacted plants in the United Kingdom. Plant caretakers have
dealt with problems such as honey fungus for hundreds of years. However, due to the
increasing ease of trade in the EU and across the world and the changing climate, new pests
and disease have begun to enter into and thrive in the UK (FERA 2013).
Unlike their native counterparts, native species have built up no resistance to these exotic
pests and diseases. So, when an exotic pest or disease arrives, it can have devastating
effects. For example, Dutch elm disease hit the UK in full force around 1967, when it was
thought to be brought in on a shipment of logs from North America (Webber 2013). Within
a number of years, 25 million elm trees had died and very few mature elms were left in
Britain (Webber 2013). Today, the UK is faced with a number of exotic, lethal pests and
diseases, not limited to Oak Processionary Moth, Asian Longhorn Beetle, and Phytophthora
(FERA 2013).
The southwest’s gardens in particular are at great risk to these invasive pests and diseases.
Devon and Cornwall have countless rare and exotic species and first time introductions that
make their gardens so special. Additionally, the year-long growing season due to a warm
climate and lots of rain makes for unabated plant growth. All of these factors combine to
make the southwest the ideal place for exotic pests and diseases to thrive and very
vulnerable to their impacts.
Most recently, the gardens of Devon and Cornwall have suffered from the spread of
Phytophthora ramorum, a pathogen that weakens and kills a variety of plants, including
rhododendron, camellias, and Japanese larch (FERA 2013, Figure 1). It is particularly
problematic because it currently has over 100 host plants and that number continues to
grow. P. ramorum infects important timber species, prize species’ in plant collections, and

even native trees, such as beech. The pathogen spreads easily through water and the humid
air of Cornish gardens and is incredibly difficult to keep in check once established (FERA
2013). There is no “cure” for P. ramorum. The only recommendations once it is found is to
remove the infected plant immediately and destroy it, otherwise it will continue to spread
through the garden. The area then cannot be replanted with any potential host species for
several years after the infected plant is removed.
Phytophthora is not alone in its difficulty to eradicate. All of the quarantine listed pests and
diseases in the UK today are nearly impossible to get rid of once they are established and
their impacts on gardens and woodlands are devastating. Damage from pests and disease
results in not just the loss of rare plant species, but also large economic losses. Every year
pests and disease infect commercial timber, woodlands and wetlands that provide key
ecosystem services, critical commercial crops, and gardens enjoyed by the public. The
United States alone estimates that it is cost over a billion dollars a year by the damage
caused by invasive pests, diseases, and plants.
Given the grave damage that non-native pests and diseases may inflict and their difficulty to
eradicate, it is essential that biosecurity measures are put in place by land managers to
ensure that they are doing all they can to prevent their establishment. My goals for the 8
weeks I spent in the Southwest were to determine what was already known about
biosecurity, what measures had been put in place, and how could I create tools that
gardeners could use to improve their existing biosecurity.
II. Assessing Gardeners’ Implementation and Understanding of Biosecurity
I began my time interviewing head gardeners at the National Trust’s properties throughout
the southwest. I wanted to find what gardeners were already doing and how much they
knew about biosecurity in general. Biosecurity is a relatively new concern for gardeners and
I wanted to find the knowledge gaps. I asked in general about what types of pests and
diseases they have encountered in the past, both native and non-native and how they have
dealt with them. I asked if they consulted anyone about the pests and diseases they
encountered and the help they received. I also asked how concerned they were about exotic
pests and disease entering their gardens.

I got very varied responses, but in general I found that all gardeners had a good base
knowledge of biosecurity. I also found that while everyone seems to know what good
practice is, it is rare that anyone actually implemented more than one or two biosecurity
measures, citing lack of funding or staff time as a major factor as to why not. This is not
true, however, of gardens that had encountered P. ramorum. In general, the gardens who
had had Phytopthhora or another quarantine pest or disease were much more rigorous with
their biosecurity. These places tended to have better quarantine facilities and more
conscientious staff. When I asked gardeners at these places if their biosecurity measures
had always been in place the answer was always no - the measures were put in place in
reaction to their infestation/infection.
I went on to ask a lot of questions about the help they felt was available to them should
they find a suspect pest or disease. Everyone I spoke to said that the plant health advisor
(Ian Wright) would most likely be their first point of contact should they suspect something
in their garden. While everyone I spoke to said he was an excellent resource, they all
expressed the wish to have additional support, since he was only doing plant health two
days a week and was spread across the whole of the UK. A few said they might call a
government agency, such as DEFRA, but most seemed unenthusiastic about the prospect.
However, once again those who had dealt with quarantine pest or diseases in their gardens
spoke of the regular inspections they received from FERA and the aid they had gotten from
the NT Plant Health Advisor. In fact, a number of these gardens were already having regular
nursery inspections by FERA, and the FERA inspector was the person who first spotted the
quarantine disease (in all cases it was Phytophthora).
The final thing I asked was what tools did gardeners already use and like. I asked a lot about
how often they used a computer vs. in-print books or pamphlets. Did they e-mail a lot or
were they always out in the garden. Did they have time to read plant health updates in
detail, or would they prefer meetings throughout the year to update him/her on the latest
plant health and disease concerns. Not surprisingly I found that while head gardeners did
spend a lot more time in front of a computer then they would have liked, many still
preferred print materials that were streamlined. They preferred things that were easy to
read and understand that could easily be shared with staff and volunteers. Everyone

expressed the feeling that they wished they could spend more time actually tending to the
health of their plants, whereas currently they are asked to do a lot of paperwork, etc.
III. Tools I Created
I gathered a lot from my visits, some positive things and some areas for improvement. I
think what was most striking to me was that no one seemed to know where to look to
identify a quarantine pest or disease and what procedure to follow should they suspect
something in their garden. Everyone had a different idea of who to call and what to do if
they found suspect insects, fungi, or pathogens in their garden. In response to this, I created
a flow chart of exactly what one should do when considering something suspect (Figure 2).
It outlines the process from regular monitoring of garden health through identification,
contacting appropriate authorities, creating a plan to deal with the pest or disease, and
carrying through with the plan. It is a simple side of A4 paper that can be easily hung in an
office or in a break room and shared with other staff and volunteers.
I next created a risk assessment flow chart (Figure 3). Gardeners are currently thinking
about biosecurity as a reactionary measure to the infestation of their gardens, rather than
as precautionary. The risk assessment is meant to be an easy way to get gardeners to begin
thinking about the ways pests and disease may enter their garden and what effect they
could potentially have. The tool should help gardeners identify potential paths of quarantine
pests and disease into their garden and what areas of the garden are most vulnerable so
that these can be given special attention. I also have a version that is adapted for
countryside and woodland managers (Figure 4).
Finally, I created standards of evaluation for a garden’s biosecurity performance. This
document is meant to be printed on two sides of an A4 paper so it can be brought into the
garden to perform the assessment (Figure 5). I based the document off the “Environmental
Standards for Parks and Gardens”, so that gardeners were already somewhat familiar with
the terminology and format of Bronze, Silver, and Gold. The standards are meant to fit into
the CPI process and provide a baseline standard of performance for each garden. It’s not
meant to “name and shame” gardeners and gardens, but rather allows those performing the
CPI assessment of a property to establish a measureable baseline so that future targets can

be set and easily measured. I also have created a version for countryside and woodland
managers (Figure 6).
These three documents are meant to work together to help gardeners prevent the
infestation of quarantine pests and diseases in their gardens now, set goals to further
increase their biosecurity in the future, and deal with any infestations that might occur now
or in the future in a quick and efficient manner.
IV. Suggestions for the Future
Looking forward, I think there are many improvements that can still be made, but a strong
foundation is already set. Although I heard mixed reviews of the helpfulness of the CPI
process, I think it has a lot of potential. Currently, it seems that gardeners are constantly
dropping and picking up projects with what the trust values in that year. Since visitor
experience is the current theme, I’ve talked to a lot of gardeners who have put in place
really great projects in response to this, but it also seems other things fall to the wayside. It
is inevitable, as there are only ever so many hours in the day, but I think it is possible to
partially avoid this.
I believe the Environmental Standards for Parks and Gardens is a great and underused tool
by gardeners. If it was updated and adjusted to fit the format of having a numerical value
for each standard, similar to the biosecurity measures, it could be used to set a baseline for
all gardens. It would make it easy for gardens to be assessed in a way that is understood by
both gardeners and property managers. It would make what is expected of all gardens very
clear and would ensure that gardeners prioritized what is most important to their garden’s
health and well-being. I think Whales has already done this to a minor extent, where it has a
document of all of the gardens in the region and where they are in terms of meeting the
Environmental Standards. They are the only region to have every garden up to at least
bronze and I think their success is in a large part to their emphasis on meeting the
Environmental Standards and sharing their successes around their region.
I think if the Environmental Standards for Parks and Gardens was put in a measureable
format and used in the CPI process, it would ensure that gardens across the UK were

meeting a set of basic standards. The standards could be edited and amended as needed
and can be used for goal-setting in the CPI process.
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Figure 1. Leaves inoculated with Phytophthora ramorum (right) and uninoculated control
leaves (left) of (a) California bay laurel, (b) rhododendron, (c) viburnum, (d) California
buckeye, and (e) bigleaf maple. Image from: Plant Management Network International.
2013. Plant Health. http://www.plantmanagementnetwork.org/elements/view.a
spx?id=3426.

Figure 2. Plant Pest and Disease Flow Chart.

Figure 3. Plant Health Risk Assessment Flow Chart (for parks and gardens).

Figure 4. Plant Health Risk Assessment (Woodlands and Countryside).

Figure 5. Biosecurity Standards: Parks and Gardens.

Figure 6. Biosecurity Standards: Woodlands and Countryside.

